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A 19 month old infant presents with marked leg swelling, pain and inability to walk within 6 hours of receiving booster vaccinations
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History

Infant was a healthy 19 month old female who developed marked right thigh swelling, redness and pain within 6 hours of receiving booster vaccinations.

At the visit to the clinic she received a booster dose of diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus in her right thigh, a booster dose of conjugated Haemophilus vaccine in the left thigh and trivalent oral polio vaccine administered by mouth.

She had received her primary immunisation series at 6, 10 and 14 weeks of age, consisting of trivalent oral polio vaccine administered by mouth, hepatitis B virus vaccine, Haemophilus vaccine and diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus vaccine.

No prior adverse reactions had been noted.
No childhood or other illnesses noted.

Differential Diagnosis

administration error
pyomyositis
hypersensitivity reaction
generalised swelling reactions
localised abscess
extensive limb swelling (ELS)
idiopathic

**Examination**

**Vitals:**
Temperature: 38.5 °C
Respiratory rate, blood pressure and heart rate: nil of note

**Clinical Findings:**
Marked swelling of the right thigh, with redness and tenderness
No discernable swelling noted in the left thigh
No generalised oedema

**Investigations**

Ultrasound examinations demonstrated swelling of both the subcutaneous and muscle layers of the vaccinated leg.
Repeat ultrasound examination after 48 hours showed considerable resolution of muscle swelling, compared with subcutaneous tissue swelling.
Although ultrasound is not typically done, it performed to rule out localised abscess formation.

**Discussion**

**Hypersensitivity Reactions**
There are 4 main types of hypersensitivity reactions, and one subtype, namely:

Type 1 – immediate (or atopic, or anaphylactic)
Type 2 – antibody-dependent
Type 3 – immune complex
Type 4 – cell-mediated (Delayed-Type Hypersensitivity, DTH)
Type 5 – stimulatory (used to distinguish from type 2)

In this discussion we will briefly look at each type of reaction and then discuss type 3 hypersensitivity in more detail with emphasis on a response known as the Arthus reaction.

Type 1 hypersensitivity is an allergic reaction provoked by reexposure to a specific type of antigen referred to as an allergen. Exposure may be by ingestion, inhalation, injection, or direct contact. The difference between a normal immune response and a type I hypersensitivity response is that plasma cells secrete IgE. This class of antibody binds to the Fc receptors on the surface of tissue mast cells and blood basophils. Mast cells and basophils coated by IgE are then “sensitised.” Subsequent exposure to the same allergen cross-link the bound IgE on sensitised cells resulting in degranulation and secretion of pharmacologically active mediators such as histamine, leukotriene, and prostaglandin. The principal effects of these products are vasodilation and smooth-muscle contraction which may act locally or systemically. Symptoms vary from mild irritation to anaphylactic shock. Treatment usually involves epinephrine, antihistamines, and corticosteroids.
In **type 2 hypersensitivity**, the antibodies produced by the immune response bind to antigens on the patient’s own cell surfaces. These antigens may either be intrinsic ("self" antigen) or extrinsic where the antibodies are absorbed onto the cells during exposure to some foreign antigen, possibly as part of infection with a pathogen. These cells are recognised by macrophages or dendritic cells which act as antigen presenting cells. This then results in a B cell response where antibodies are produced against the foreign antigen. A well known example is the reaction to **penicillin** where the drug binds to red blood cells causing them to be seen as different and antibodies to the drug are produced by B cell proliferation. IgG and IgM antibodies bind to these antigens to form complexes that activate the classical pathway of complement activation for eliminating cells presenting foreign antigens. In this process mediators of acute inflammation are generated at the site and membrane attack complexes cause cell lysis and death. This occurs within hours.

Another form of type 2 hypersensitivity is called **Antibody Dependent Cell Mediated Cytotoxicity (ADCC)**. Here, cells exhibiting foreign antigen are tagged with either IgG or IgM antibodies which are then recognised by Natural Killer (NK) cells and macrophages and destroyed.
In type 3 hypersensitivity, soluble immune complexes (aggregations of antigens and IgG and IgM antibodies) form in the blood and are deposited in various tissues such as the skin, the kidneys and the joints. They then trigger an immune response according to the classical pathway of complement activation. There are two stages relating to the development of the complexes. Firstly the complex forms when IgG and IgM antibodies are bound to an antigen, thereafter the complexes form larger complexes. It is at the first stage of this formation where clearance is not possible and the antigen-antibody complex spreads and deposits as stated above. The reaction takes hours to days to develop.

Type 4 hypersensitivity is often called the delayed type as the reaction takes two to three days to develop. Unlike the first three types already discussed, this reaction is not antibody mediated but rather a type of cell-mediated response. CD8+ cytotoxic T cells and CD4+ helper T cells recognise antigen in a complex with either type 1 or 2 major histocompatibility complex. The antigen-presenting cells in this case are macrophages which secrete IL-1, which stimulates the proliferation of further CD4+ T cells. CD4+ T cells secrete IL-2 and interferon gamma, further inducing the release of other Type 1 cytokines, thus mediating the immune response. Activated CD8+ T cells destroy target cells on contact while activated macrophages produce hydrolytic enzymes and, on presentation with certain intracellular pathogens, transform into multinucleated giant cells.
Type 5 hypersensitivity reaction is sometimes used as a distinction from the Type 2 reaction. These reactions occur when IgG antibodies directed towards cell surface antigens have a stimulating effect on their target.

Arthus reaction

The Arthus reaction was discovered by Nicolas Maurice Arthus in 1903 when he repeatedly injected horse serum subcutaneously into rabbits. He found that after four injections oedema developed at the injection site causing the serum to be absorbed slowly. Further injections resulted in the development of gangrene.
Arthus reactions, although fairly rare, are reported after patients receive vaccinations against diphtheria and tetanus. Where they develop a local vasculitis associated with deposition of immune complexes and activation of complement. Immune complexes form in the setting of high local concentration of vaccine antigens and high circulating antibody concentration. These reactions are characterised by severe pain, swelling, induration, edema, hemorrhage, and occasionally necrosis. This is a form of local type III hypersensitivity reaction occurring in a previously sensitized person, with signs and symptoms typically occurring 4–12 hours after vaccination.
**Treatment**

A dose of acetaminophen was given every 4 hours for 24 hours for pain and the child was observed at home. No further interventions were required.

**Final Outcome**

Fever defervesced within 12 hours. Limb oedema and tenderness resolved gradually over the following two days, and the child resumed increasingly full use of the affected limb as the other clinical signs resolved. Within a week she had made a full recovery.
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Evaluation - Questions & answers

What is the diagnosis of this case?

An Arthus reaction (type III hypersensitivity reaction) which occurs rarely after vaccination but can occur after tetanus toxoid–containing or diphtheria toxoid–containing vaccines.

How many kinds of hypersensitivity are generally recognised?

There are 4 main types of hypersensitivity reactions and they are:

- **Type 1** - Immediate (also called atopic or anaphylactic)
- **Type 2** - Antibody-dependent
- **Type 3** - Immune complex
- **Type 4** - Cell-mediated (also called Delayed-Type Hypersensitivity, DTH)
- **Type 5** - Stimulatory

This is more typically a subclassification for the Type 2 reaction however some British based texts mention it as it’s own type.

What are the basic principles of the reactions and give some clinical examples?

There are 4 main types of hypersensitivity reactions:

**Type 1 - immediate (or atopic, or anaphylactic)**

Type I hypersensitivity is an allergic reaction provoked by reexposure to a specific type of antigen referred to as an allergen. Exposure may be by ingestion, inhalation, injection, or direct contact. The difference between a normal immune response and a type I hypersensitivity response is that plasma cells secrete IgE. This class of antibodies binds to Fc receptors on the surface of tissue mast cells and blood basophils. Mast cells and basophils coated by IgE are “sensitised.” Later exposure to the same allergen, cross-links the bound IgE on sensitised cells resulting in degranulation and the secretion of pharmacologically active mediators such as histamine, leukotriene, and prostaglandin that act on the surrounding tissues. The principal effects of these products are vasodilation and smooth-muscle contraction.

The reaction may be either local or systemic. Symptoms vary from mild irritation to sudden death from anaphylactic shock. Treatment usually involves epinephrine, antihistamines, and corticosteroids.
Some examples:

- Allergic asthma
- Allergic conjunctivitis
- Allergic rhinitis (“hay fever”)
- Anaphylaxis
- Angioedema
- Atopic dermatitis (eczema)
- Urticaria (hives)
- Eosinophilia

**Type 2 - antibody-dependent**

In type 2 hypersensitivity, the antibodies produced by the immune response bind to antigens on the patient’s own cell surfaces. The antigens recognised in this way may either be intrinsic (“self” antigen, innately part of the patient’s cells) or extrinsic (absorbed onto the cells during exposure to some foreign antigen, possibly as part of infection with a pathogen). These cells are recognised by macrophages or dendritic cells which act as antigen presenting cells, this causes a B cell response where antibodies are produced against the foreign antigen. An example here is the reaction to penicillin where the drug can bind to red blood cells causing them to be recognised as different, B cell proliferation will take place and antibodies to the drug are produced. IgG and IgM antibodies bind to these antigens to form complexes that activate the classical pathway of complement activation for eliminating cells presenting foreign antigens (which are usually, but not in this case, pathogens). That is, mediators of acute inflammation are generated at the site and membrane attack complexes cause cell lysis and death. The reaction takes hours to a day.

Another form of type 2 hypersensitivity is called Antibody Dependent Cell Mediated Cytotoxicity (ADCC). Here, cells exhibiting the foreign antigen are tagged with antibodies (IgG or IgM). These tagged cells are then recognised by Natural Killer (NK) cells and macrophages (recognised via IgG bound to the cell surface receptor, CD16 (FcγRIII)), which in turn kill these tagged cells.

See type 5 hypersensitivity reaction below, as it is sometimes used as a distinction from type 2.

Some examples:

- Autoimmune hemolytic anemia
- Goodpasture’s syndrome
- Erythroblastosis Fetalis
- Pemphigus
- Pernicious anemia (if autoimmune)
- Immune thrombocytopenia
- Transfusion reactions
- Hashimoto’s thyroiditis
Graves’ disease
Myasthenia gravis
Rheumatic fever
Hemolytic disease of the newborn

**Type 3 - immune complex**
In type 3 hypersensitivity, soluble immune complexes (aggregations of antigens and IgG and IgM antibodies) form in the blood and are deposited in various tissues (typically the skin, kidney and joints) where they may trigger an immune response according to the classical pathway of complement activation (see above). There are two stages relating to the development of the complexes, firstly the complex forms when IgG and IgM antibodies are bound to an antigen, after this, the complexes can form larger ones which can be cleared by the body. It is at the first stage of this formation where clearance is not possible and the antigen-antibody complex will spread and deposit as stated above. The reaction takes hours to days to develop.

Some examples:

- Immune complex glomerulonephritis
- Rheumatoid arthritis
- Serum sickness
- Subacute bacterial endocarditis
- Symptoms of malaria
- Systemic lupus erythematosus
- Arthus reaction
- Farmer’s Lung (Arthus-type reaction)

**Type 4 - cell-mediated (Delayed-Type Hypersensitivity, DTH)**
Type 4 hypersensitivity is often called delayed type as the reaction takes two to three days to develop. Unlike the other types, it is not antibody mediated but rather is a type of cell-mediated response. CD8+ cytotoxic T cells and CD4+ helper T cells recognise antigen in a complex with either type 1 or 2 major histocompatibility complex. The antigen-presenting cells in this case are macrophages which secrete IL-1, which stimulates the proliferation of further CD4+ T cells. CD4+ T cells secrete IL-2 and interferon gamma, further inducing the release of other Type 1 cytokines, thus mediating the immune response. Activated CD8+ T cells destroy target cells on contact while activated macrophages produce hydrolytic enzymes and, on presentation with certain intracellular pathogens, transform into multinucleated giant cells.

Some examples:

- Contact dermatitis (poison ivy rash, for example)
- Temporal arteritis
- Symptoms of leprosy
Symptoms of tuberculosis
Transplant rejection
Coeliac disease

**Type 5 - stimulatory**
This type of hypersensitivity reaction is sometimes used as a distinction from Type 2 reaction.

These reactions occur when IgG class antibodies directed towards cell surface antigens have a stimulating effect on their target. Instead of binding to cell surface components, the antibodies recognise and bind to the cell surface receptors, which either prevents the intended ligand binding with the receptor or mimics the effects of the ligand, thus impairing cell signalling.

Some clinical examples:
- Graves’ disease
- Myasthenia gravis

**What is the pathophysiological basis of this presumed type III hypersensitivity reaction?**

An Arthus reaction is a local vasculitis due to deposition of immune complexes in dermal blood vessels. It is associated with formation of antigen/antibody complexes and activation of complement following intradermal injection of an antigen to a person previously sensitised. Thus immune complexes form in the setting of high local concentration of vaccine antigens and high circulating antibody concentration. Arthus reactions are characterised by severe pain, swelling, induration, edema, hemorrhage, and occasionally by necrosis. These symptoms and signs usually occur 4–12 hours after vaccination.

**What could be done to further investigate the reaction?**

There is no specific test that can confirm the diagnosis however the following are useful to assist with making the diagnosis:
- FBC with differential and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR)
- Ultra Sound – examinations to rule out localized abscess formation.
- Tetanus and Pertussis antibody titres -. Elevated postvaccination titres can help to confirm diagnosis. (Prevaccination titres are of greater value, however there is no way to predict which children may be at risk and routine testing would be too expensive.)

**What might be learned from this reaction that might inform the location for administration of booster doses?**

Some paediatricians would suggest that booster doses (after age 12 months) always be given in the upper extremities. Ambulatory children may stop walking after such reactions, if the dose is given in
the lower extremity. By contrast, upper extremity reactions would not be likely to interfere with ambulation.

What might you advise the parents regarding further boosters?

The Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) has recommended that persons who experienced an Arthus reaction after a dose of diphtheria toxoid (Td) containing vaccine should not receive Td more frequently than every 10 years, even for tetanus prophylaxis as part of wound management.